HEAVY AIRPLAY
LABRADORD
LUXURIOUS BAGS
DIE KNODEL
NBQ
YUSEF LATEEF
NICO
SUN RA
PAVEMENT
SLANT 6
STRAPE FUR REBELLION
ELVIS COSTELLO
BORIS KOVAC
EGGS
GREEN DAY
VARIOUS
NAKED CITY
VARIOUS
JOHN CALE
BEASTIE BOYS
AUTOCRE
JEFF GREINKE
SOUNDTRACK
HANK BALLARD & MIDNIGHTERS
BILLY WARD & HIS DOMINOS
TIP FAITH HEALERS
BECK
JAWBOX
WRECK SMALL SPEAKERS ON EXPENSIVE...
TERRY ALLEN
LITTLE WILLIE JOHN
EDWARD KA - SPEL
WOLVERTON BROTHERS
GLEE CLUB
FUZZHEAD
VARIOUS
MUSLIMGAUZE
PANDORAS
VIC CHESTNUT
RICHARD THOMPSON
KELLI HAINO
PSYCHIC TV
RENAULT & THE LOAF
PIZZICATO FIVE
VARTITTA
SNAKEFINGERS VESTAL VIRGINS
ROLLERSKATE SKINNY
SCANNER
VARIOUS
ELVIS COSTELLO
VARIOUS
THE EX
LENNE TRISTANO
DEAD MOON
BLOOD ORANGES

PRAZISION LP
VOLUNTARY LIFELONG...
VERKOCHE TIROLER
MESSAGE FOR THE MESS AGE
EVERY VILLAGE HAS A SONG
DESERTSHORE
FATE IN A PLEASANT MOOD
CROOKED RAIN, CROOKED RAIN
SODA POP * RIP OFF
MOOK
THIS YEAR'S MODEL
RITUAL NOVA &II
EXPLODER
DOOKIE
BEYOND THE CALICO WALL
ABSENTHE
! WILD! STEREO DRUMS
PARIS 1919
SOME OLD BULLSHIT
(INCUBANULA)
TIMBAL PLANES
MUSIC FROM TRUFFAULT
SEXY WAYS
SIXTY MINUTE MEN
IMAGINARY FRIEND
MELLOW GOLD
FOR YOUR OWN SPECIAL...
RIVER FALLING LOVE
LUBBOCK (ON EVERYTHING)
FEVER
CHINA DOLL
LIARMAN
MINE
MIND SOUP
POLKAS DE CRO
BETRAYAL
IT'S ABOUT TIME
DRUNK
MIRROR BLUE
EXECRATION THAT ACCEPT TO...
HEX SEX SINGLES - PT. 1
ARABIC YODELLING
EXPO 2001
OF DAI
NIGHT OF DESIRABLE OBJECTS
SHOULDER VOICES
ASH 1.2
ASSORTED DESECRATIONS AND...
13 STEPS LEAD DOWN
BATTLE OF THE GARAGE'S VOL 1
TOO MANY COWBOYS
LENNE TRISTANO / THE NEW...
CRACK IN THE SYSTEM
CRYING TREE

KRANKY
FORCED EXPOSURE
REC REC
FORWARD
RHINO
REPRISE
EVIDENCE
MATADOR
DISCHORD
STAAALPLAAT
RYKO DISC
RECOMMENDED
TEENBEAT
REPRISE
VOXX
AVANT
CAPITOL
REPRISE
GRAND ROYAL
WAX TRAX
LINDEN
MILAN
RHINO
RHINO
ELEKTRA
BONG LOAD
ATLANTIC
AJAX
FATE
RHINO
STAAALPLAAT
ATAVISTIC
4AD
FUZZHEAD
ROUNDER
STAAALPLAAT
VOXX
TEXAS HOTEL
CAPITOL
FORCED EXPOSURE
CLEOPATRA
TEC TONES
TRIAD
GREEN LINNET
TEC TONES
BEGGAR'S BANQUET
SOLEILMOON
PHANTOM
WARNER BROS.
VOXX
FIST
ATLANTIC
MUSIC MANIAC
ESD
MEDIUM AIRPLAY
O’ROURKE / PREVOST
JOHN DUNCAN
NOCTURNAL EMISSIONS
ORB
JIN HI KIM
THIS KIND OF PUNISHMENT
HECTOR AZZOU
VARIOUS
MEAT PUPPETS
MARIACHI REYES DEL ASSERRADERO
VARIOUS
PIGEONHEAD
SHOULDERS
VARIOUS
JOHN COLTRANE
FLESHTONES
16 - 17
HOWLING WOLF
BOO TRUNDEL
ARETHA FRANKLIN
VARIOUS
SOUNDTRACK
LIGHTNING' HOPKINS
GLEN BRANCA
FAL SHARAZ
MATTHEW O’BANNON
BOB WILLS & HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS
SOUNDTRACK
LEO KOTTKE
SEI - LIEB
SALAMAT & NAZAKAT ALI
ALI AKBAR KIHN
OF KWAN
PUCHO & THE LATIN SOUL BROS.
BALAFON MARIMA ENSEMBLE
DIVINATION
HOOVER
SCORN
HUGH MASEKELA
ACCIDENT
WATER
SLOWDIVE
ZNZ
JACKIE WILSON
RED RED MEAT
CHESTERFIELD KINGS
TRUMANS WATER
SCHOOLLY D
WILLIAM ORBIT
BARRENCORE WHITFIELD & T. RUSSEL
SIMON JEFFES
VARIOUS
SARAH VAUGHAN
VARIOUS
CHARLIE HUNTER TRIO
DOCTOR BLOCHER
CLOCKDYA
VARIOUS
GEORGE CARTWRIGHT
BEN HARPER
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
ALPHA BLONDY
16

LIGHT AIRPLAY
JUNIOR WELLS
OTHER TWO
STIV BATOR

THIRD STRAIGHT DAY MADE PUBLIC
SEND
SONGS OF LOVE & REVOLUTION
LIVE ’93
KOMUNGUITAR
IN THE SAME ROOM. 5 BY FOUR.
SAHARA BLUE
A BRIEF HISTORY OF AMBIENT V 1
TOO HIGH TO DIE
SONES FROM JALISCO
AFRO-CUBA
PIGEONHEAD
TRASHMAN SHOES
YEAH, BUT IT’S A DRY HEAT
EXPRESSION
BEAUTIFUL LIGHT
GYATSO
RIDES AGAIN
THE VAST UNDERNEATH
SOUL ’69

HAVE A NICE DAY VOL. 20
ELEPHANT MAN
IT'S A SIN TOO BE RICH
SYMPHONY NO. 3 (GLORIA)
COWBOY HEAT OF MY HEART
WINK
THE TIFFANY TRANSCRIPTIONS V 2
BLUE / DEREK JARMAN
PECULIAROSO
LE CHAUFFER
SALAMAT & NIZAKAT ALI
GARDEN OF DREAMS
[REBIRTH]
JUNGLE STRUT
HARARE TO KISANGANI
AMBIENT DUB VOLUME II
THE LURID TRAVERSAL OF ROUTE 7
COLOSSUS
HOPE
BABIES SHOULDN'T SMOKE
GOODSPEED THE HEMORRHAGE
SOUVLAKI
BARRICADE 3
THE VERY BEST OF
JIMMYWINE MAJESTIC
LET'S GO GET STONED
GOODSPEED THE PUNCHLINE
WELCOME TO AMERICA RADIO EDIT
STRANGE CARGO

COWBOY MAMBO

STILL LIFE AT THE PENGUIN CAFE
MUSIQUES TRADITIONNELLES
ESSENCE OF ...
KING MASTER SERIES SAMPLER
CHARLIE HUNTER TRIO
FREE FALL CHICKEN FACTORY
SIGN
PLANET RAP
DOT
WELCOME TO THE CHERYL WORLD
MILK FOR PUSSY
AGUSTIN PABLO CULTURAL SHOW...
BOSNIA : ECHOES FROM ...
LIVE AU ZENITH (PARIS)
16

UNDISPUTED GODFATHER OF BLUES
THE OTHER TWO & YOU
DISCONNECTED

COMPLACENCY
TOUCH
DARK VINYL
ISLAND
WHAT NEXT?
AJAX
TRISTAR
VIRGIN
LONDON
CORASON
ROUNDER
SUBPOP
DEJADISC
WESTWORLD
IMPULSE
NAKED LANGUAGE
REVOLVER
FLAIR
BIG DEAL
ATLANTIC
RHINO
MILAN
VERVE
ATAVISTIC
SHIPFAROE
SAFE HOUSE
RHINO
ELEKTRA
PRIVATE MUSIC
UNIT
RYKO DISC
WORLDMUSIC VOICES
MAX BILT
LEXINGTON
SHANACHIE
SUBHARMONIC
DISCHORD
EARACHE
WORLDMUSIC CHER - COMPLACENCY TRUMANS
HOMESTEAD
SHK
RECOMMENDED
RHINO
SUBPOP
MIRROR
HOMESTEAD
RUFFHOUSE
IRS
ESD
LONDON
SILEX
COLUMBIA
RHINO
MRL
UNIT
CONTEMPO
TOMMY BOY
CUNEIFORM
VIRGIN
TWIN CITY IMPORTS
RAS
FOLKWAYS
WORLD PACIFIC
BACTERIA SOUR

JASRAC
QWEST
BOMP
LIGHT AIRPLAY CONTINUED
LEE HARVEY OSWALD BAND
COCTEAU TWINS
MAKERS
MUTTON GUN
JON ROSE
ULTIMUS
NOFX
JOHNNY "GUITAR" WATSON
VARIOUS
DIED PRETTY
FRENTE!
ALBERT KING
KHALED
VARIOUS
FREDDY KING
MARIAN WILLIAMS
MECCA BOßEGA
SPANISH FLY
VARIOUS
AMINIATURE
VARIOUS
OZRIC TENTACLES
CRUNT
EDDIE "THE SHEIK" KOCHAK
GEORGE GERSHWIN
PHILL NIBLOCK
VARIOUS
PETER VAN RIPER
ALL
TOWNES VAN ZANDT
VARIOUS
KOPPCHEN UND MUSKELN
YOUNG FRESH FELLOWS
BENEDICTINE MONKS OF SANTO
DIED PRETTY
CREATURES OF THE GOLDEN DAWN
LEVELLERS
LEIAL & LEANDRA
MARK LANEGAN
VARIOUS
MICHAEL PERILSTEIN
AHMAD JAMAL
VINCENT NGUINI
STEEL POLE BATHTUB
VAPOURSPACE
JOHNNY PINAPPLE
RAYMOND LISTEN
VIRGIL MOOREFIELD
THERAPY?
LONELY UNIVERSE
JOHANNA'S HOUSE OF GLAMOUR
VARIOUS
FLUP
SUNDIAL
EUGENIUS
TEENGGENERATE
MIZO CHOIR 1978
VARIOUS
FRICTION
BLOOD FROM THE SOUL
LUCKY THOMPSON
ENTOMBED
GIFT HORSE
JOHNNY WINTER
CONTI FAMILY
ENIGMA
RICHARD PINHAS
RUN WESTY RUN
ERASUREGN / MALLEMUCK
CEOL ADUAIDH

A TASTE OF PRISON
FOUR - CALENDAR CAFE
HOWL
III (WITH WOOD)
BRAIN WEATHER
SURF - POP - SLUDGE
LIBERAL ANIMATION
3 HOURS PAST MIDNIGHT
STREET JAMS: HIP HOP VOL 3
CARESSING SWINE
LABOUR OF LOVE
THE TOMATO YEARS
NESSI NISSI
BILLBOARD POP MEMORIES THE 20S
HIDE AWAY
CAN'T KEEP IT TO MYSELF
MAHATMA GUMBO
RAGS TO BRITCHES
MUSICAL TRADITIONS OF ST ...
DEPTH FIVE RATE SIX
THE SHACK
STRANGEITUDE
CRUNT
STRICLY BELLY DANCING
THE PIANO ROLLS
MUSIC BY PHILL NIBLOCK
THE SONG RETAINS THE NAME VOL 2
ACOUSTIC METAL MUSIC
GUILTY
THE NASHVILLE SESSIONS
JUST A TASTE
KOPPCHEN UND MUSKELN
LOVE BATTERY
CHANT
TRACE
1000 SHADOWS
LEVELLERS
HEARTS + HAMMERS
WHISKEY FOR THE HOLY GHOST
IS THIS A DREAM OR JUST ...
HOLLYWOOD CHAINSAW HOOKERS
FREEFLIGHT
SYMPHONY - BANTU
SOME COCKTAIL SUGGESTIONS FROM
THEMES FROM VAPOURSPACE
HAWAIIAN HOLIDAY WITH
LICORICE ROOT ORCHESTRA
DISTRACTIONS ON THE WAY TO....
TROUBLEGUM
A LA PLAGE
STYLE MONSTERS
STREET JAMS: ELECTRIC FUNK V 3
HOME IMPROVEMENTS
LIBERTINE
MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS
AUDIORECORDING
MIZO CHOIR 1978
BORDERLANDS FROM CONJUNTO TO
BLURRED IN SIX
TO SPITE THE GLAND THAT BREEDS
TRICOTISM
WOLVERINE BLUES
DOLomite
A ROCK N ROLL COLLECTION
THE FABULOUS
THE CROSS OF CHANGES
RHIZOSPHERE / LIVE , PARIS...
DAVIDS DRIX
ERASUREGN / MALLEMUCK
MAIREAD NI MHAONAGH

TOUCH AND GO
CAPITOL
ESTRUS
KOKO POP
RECOMMENDED
SLIME
EPIGRAPH
FLAIR
RHINO
COLUMBIA
MAMMOTH
TOMATO
MANGO
RHINO
RHINO
SHANACHIE
FANG
KNITTING FACTORY
FOLKWAYS
RESTLESS
BIB
IRS
TRANCE
SCEPTER
NONEUCHI
XI
SAFE HOUSE
VIJAYA EDITIONS
CRUZ
TOMATO
SLUMBERLAND
UNIT
POPLAMMA
ANGEL
COLUMBIA
DIONYSUS
ELEKTRA
RED HOUSE
SUBPOP
MORPHUS
EPISODE
IMPULSE
MESA
BONE
FFRR
PICKWICK
SHIMMY DISC
CUNEIFORM
A & M
RANT
CEST LA MORT
RHINO
HEADHUNTER
BEGGARS BANQUET
ATLANTIC
POPLAMMA
CNFC
FOLKWAYS
ALLIED
EARACHE
IMPULSE
EARACHE
THRILL JOCKEY
COLUMBIA
SOUNDS OF AMERICA
CHARISMA
CUNEIFORM
BIG MONEY
SILLY BIRD
GREEN LINNET
LIGHT AIRPLAY CONTINUED
JAVIE HENRY
Renee Bosnes Trio
CHAOHS UK
VARIOUS
PRAXIS
Bill Monroe & The Bluegrass
ALAN MARALUNG
SOUNDTRACK
TINY HAT ORCHESTRA
GOPAL KRISHAN
SOUNDTRACK
BCR
NO
HERB ELLIS
KMFDM
STAR PIMP
LOW
CHRIS WILSON & FRIENDS
M.I.R.V.
HELDON IV
NEW DUNCAN IMPERIALS
BAD RELIGION
CIDER U.K.
77 LUSCIOUS BABES
EAT
UNCLE TUPANOLO
5 CHINESE BROTHERS
WILLIAM DUCKWORTH
DAISYCUTTER
GREEN MAGNET SCHOOL
MEDICINE BALL
RAY & GLOVER
VARIOUS
VICTIM'S FAMILY
JAMES KEANE
FAREED HAQUE
SQUIRRELS
DIE MONSTER DIE
TIBERIS WITH KNIVES
PHILIP GLASS
PETE SEEGER
DOUG MACLEOD
ROBERT HALL LEWIS
VARIOUS
SWIRL
JOHN HAMMOND
HOLY TOLEDOS
SARAH MCLACHLAN
CHARLIE MUSSELWHITE
UNCLE JOE'S BIG OL DRIVER
VANDALS
REGINALD POLICARD
DAN ASIA
KELLY FLINT / DAVID CANTOR
PEPPINO D'AGOSTINO
SISTER MACHINE GUN
TOMMY SWELSLOW
BABY SNUFKIN
VARIOUS
HOUSE OF LARGE SIZES
REVEREND BILLY C. WIRTZ
MIKE OLEFIELD
CRAZY ALICE
DOWNY MELDOW
COUPE CLOUE
MOIST FIST
BOSTON ART QUARTET
PICASSO TRIGGER

FIREMAN'S WEDDING
WITHOUT WORDS
ONE HUNDRED PER CENT TWO...
HEAVY CLASSIX VOL. 2
SACRISTAN
LIVE RECORDINGS 1956-1969
BUNGRIJ - BUNGRIJ : WANGA
REALITY BITES
FUNHAUS
' L'ART DE LA VICTIMERA VINA
IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER
WHICH EARTH ARE WE ON
GRUE
TEN SINGS
LIGHT
SERAPHIM 280Z
I COULD LIVE IN HOPE
BACK ON THE BARBARY COAST
COSMODROME
AGNETA NILSSON
WE'RE IN A BAND
SUER
SHE'S A WEIRD LITTLE SNACK
BIONIC
EPICURE
THE LONG CUT + FIVE LIVE
SINGER SONGWRITER BEGGARMAN...
SOUTHERN HARMONY
TRUCK FIST
REVOSIONIST
SCIENCE SECRET STARS
PICTURE HAS FADED
HOT POT SAMPLER
HEADACHE REMEDY
THAT'S THE SPIRIT
SACRED ADDICTION
HARSH TOKE OF REALITY
WITHDRAWAL METHOD
YOU MAY SAFELY GRAZE
TWO PAGES
WAIST DEEP IN THE BIG MUDDY...
AIN'T THE BLUES EVIL
ROBERT HALL LEWIS
5 YEARS
FADE AWAY
TROUBLE NO MORE
BLOOD
FUMBLING TOWARDS ECSTASY
IN MY TIME
UNCLE JOE'S BIG OL DRIVER
SWEATIN' TO THE OLDIES
VINN' AVEM
MUSIC OF DAN ASIA
DAVE'S TRUE STORY
CLOSE TO THE HEART
WIRED / LUNG
PRISONER OF THE GIFTED SLEEP
DANCE THE ORANGE
BRING IT ON HOME
MY ASS - KICKING LIFE
PIANIST ENVY
ELEMENTS
BENDER
LEFT FOOT DOWN
36 ANS APRES...
MOIST FIST
THE FAX
FIRE IN THE HOLE
MAMMOTH
BLUE NOTE
CENURY MEDIA
ANGEL
SUBHARMONIC
FOLKWAYS
FOLKWAYS
RCA
TINY HAT ORCHESTRA
OCCORA
ISLAND
FIFTH STREET CAROLINE
BOLT
JUSTICE
WAX TRAX
BONER
VERNON YARD
MARILYN
PRAWN SONG
CUNEIFORM
PRAVDA
EPITAPH
RED DECIBEL
BIG MONEY
NOVEMBER
SIRE
1 - 800 - PRIME CD
LOVELY MUSIC
ROCKVILLE
SONIC BUDDLEBRO
STANTON PARK
TIM KERR
SHANACHE
ALT. TENTACLES
GREEN LINNET
BLUE NOTE
POPILLA
RELATIVELY
RED DECIBEL
ELEKTRA
COLUMBIA
VOLT
NEW WORLD
NUCLEAR BLAST
DIRT
CHARISMA
TRISTAR
ARISTA
ALLIGATOR
HEADHUNTER
TRIPLE X
MELODIE MAKERS
JUDITH KEENAN
FLEXIBLE MAN
MESA
WAX TRAX
NEW ALLIANCE
UNKULUNKI
COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
HIGHTONE
VIRGIN
SONIC BUDDLEBRO
HIGH STREET
MELODIE MAKERS
RISE
ACCURATE
ALIAS
SINGLES
CUL DE SAC
PAVEMENT
KING LOSER
FURTIPS
YOSHIMA
PEBBLES
YO LA TENGO
SWINGIN' NECKBREAKERS
GRIFTERS
TALL DWARFS / CHRIS KNOX
SUPERCAT JR CAT JR DEMUS ...
TAD
REFRIGERATOR
GRIFTERS
TINDERSTICKS
TIGER TRAP / HENRY'S DRESS
LINDA HECK / HOT MONKEY
SUPERCHUNK
BUZZOVEN
SEAWEED
MEDICINE
ORIGINAL SINS
ANTHONY MANNING
CRAIS
JALE
MINUTEMEN
VARIUS
ILLUSION OF SAFETY
IN SYNC / PLUTO
IAM NATION
TASMIN ARCHER
BRAND NEW HEAVIES
CATERPILLAR
RUN DMC
BEST KISSES IN THE WORLD
FLOPHOUSE
NRBQ
A-BONES
BOYRACER
LORELEI
DELIGHTFUL LITTLE NOTHINGS
SONIC YOUTH
VON LMO
GREEN DAY
SUGRO
ONE DOVE
GRAVITY
ONE
ORANGE 9MM
BEST KISSES IN THE WORLD
CHAPTERHOUSE
HALLION
EMILY
KICKING GIANT
VICIOUS
VERN BLANSTON / THIRTY OUGHT 6
ANGELA
CREEDLE
EVE'S PLUM
KRISTIN HERSH
FORD
FEAST OF SAINTS
HALOGEN
DAVER
GLAZED BABY
CASSETTES
KUSTARD KINGS
CORDS OF HOWLING
MILK DEVIL
CUT YOUR HAIR
TIE US DOWN
PITCHED UP TWINKLE
BIG TOAST
WE'RE GOING SHOPPING
FROM A MOTEL 6
WORKIN' & JERKIN'
BRONZE CAST
LIVE - GLUEPOT - AUCKLAND
GOOD, BAD, UGLY, CRAZY
LEAFY INCLINE
DOWN WITH REFRIGERATOR
HOLMES
MARBLES FOR THOSE
ASTRONAUTICAL MUSIC FESTIVAL
SPLIT SINGLE
PRECISION 50
UNWILLING TO EXPLAIN
KID CANDY
NEVER CLICK
GET YOU THERE
ELASTIC VARIATIONS
DREAMBOAT
PROMISE
GEORGELESS
MISFIT HEARTBEAT
THE BANISHING RITUAL
SUTERES COMET
HARMONY
SHIPBUILDING
DREAM ON DREAMER
VELVET EARS
CAN I GET IT, YO
BLEEDER
OH FUCK
A LITTLE BIT OF BAD
DON'T NEED NO JOB
AUL 3XY EP
ASLEEP EP
DELIGHTFUL LITTLE NOTHINGS EP
TV SHIT
COSMIC INTERCEPTION
LONGVIEW
CAGE
BREAKDOWN
UP TO HERE
THIS COLD ROOM
ORANGE 9MM
OHIO
BLOOD MUSIC
SQUELCH
CAROON SEX
SHE'S REAL
THE GLOCK
HEADBAG / RADON
TREAT YOU RITE
BAD RADIO
I WANT IT ALL ALIVE
VELVET DAYS
DINNER PARTY
SHAME
BLISS
ALEXANDRIA
SQUEEZE THE TAIL, SUCK THE
KUSTARD KINGS
50 IDEAS FOR COMFORT
NEW WORLD OF SOUND
MATADOR
18 WHEELER
AJAX
ECSTATIC PEACE
PLANET PIMP
MATADOR
ESTRUS
SHANGRI - LA
FORCED EXPOSURE
COLUMBIA
GIANT
AJAX
DARLA
NO. 6
SLUMBERLAND
SHANGRI - LA
MERGE
ALLIED
SUBPOP
BEYOND'S BANQUET
CHAOS
IRIDIAL DISCS
K
SUBPOP
FORCED EXPOSURE
ITERATION
COMPLACENCY
IRIDIAL DISCS
REAL WORLD
EMI
DELICIOUS VINYL
CATERPILLAR
PROFILE
MCA
STICKSHIFT
FORWARD
SYMPATHY FOR...
SLUMBERLAND
SLUMBERLAND
CANDY FLOSS
ECSTATIC PEACE
VARIANT
S
ALLIED
FFRR
EATING BLUR
SATURNINE
REVELATION
MCA
DEDICATED
QUIXOTIC
RENT TO OWN
K
EPIC
CAVITY SEARCH
ELEKTRA
CARGO
SONY
4AD
NO. 6
FEAST OF SAINTS
IND X
PLA
MODERN RELIC
ALLIED
KUSTARD KINGS
DISCOBOULUS
ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL FUND-DRIVE. DAVID RETIRES. SPRING ARRIVES

We finished our annual fund-drive on March 13 at over $291,000, and after slow mail subscriptions arrived during the following 2 weeks we're up to $312,000 from 6345 listener pledges! A third of that money will go towards moving to a new antenna site and buying a new transmitter, which should put an end to our FCC border dispute and will hopefully improve reception for a lot of people.


Thanks for caring about and contributing. to WFMU!!!!!!

As of April 1, I'm leaving my full-time job as FMU Music Director / Program Director, although I'm planning to resume my radio program (at a new time) in June. Ken Freedman will take over as Program Director (a position he held before me). Gaylord Fields will be the interim Music Director until July. He'll have the same phone-call hours I've had (Thursdays 12-5 ET) and he'll also take over my duties as buyer for the WFMU mail-order catalog. We'll soon be hiring a new full-time Music Director. Deadline for applications is May 15; if anyone's interested call Gaylord for details.

While organizing and writing the FMU mail-order catalog, I started yearning to do new things. After 7 years here (and two additional years as MD in college), I'm finally ready to say goodbye to the mountain of CDs, piles of t-shirts, countless promotional condoms and 22 Jandek albums. After all this time I'm happy to say that I still love coming to work and listening to records, I still listen to music when I get home, and I still spend far too much of my salary at record stores... And only occasionally do I have the urge to throw my radio out the window...

Starting April 11, I'll be working as a writer / editor at CMJ, reviewing music of all types. A wise man once said that "writing about music is like dancing about painting." OK, it wasn't really a wise man, it was Martin Mull, but I guess I'll soon find out... Also, I'll probably be working on a side-project out of my living room... I'll hopefully still be in touch with many of you.

Here are my addresses if you'd like to keep in touch. Even though I'll still be Dinging here, it's probably best not to send personal mail to me here (we get several hundred things addressed to me each week). Feel free to use either of these:

(work) (personal)
CMJ 532 LaGuardia Place
11 Middle Neck Rd., Suite 400 #113
Great Neck, NY 11021-2301 New York, NY 10012

Thanks to all of you for the great records you've sent over the years. It's been amazing working here and a pleasure working with most of you... The station's in good hands. There's going to be lots of exciting things happening here in the near future. Stay tuned!

Bye-bye,

David Newgarden
Retired